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Motor-driven versus manual
instrumented spasticity
assessment in children with CP

This study compared the outcomes of manual (MA) or motorized (MO) instrumented ankle spasticity assessments in children with cerebral palsy (CP). Ten children with
spastic CP were assessed with MO and MA. In MO, slow (15°/s) and fast (100°/s)
rotations were imposed around the ankle joint by a motorized foot plate. In MA,
rotations of comparable speed were applied by a therapist using a foot orthotic. Angular range of motion, maximum velocity, acceleration, maximum joint moment and
muscle activity (EMG) of the triceps surae and tibialis anterior were compared during
passive muscle stretch between MO and MA. MO and MA movement profiles were
also compared to CP gait ankle movement profile. The imposed movement profile
differed between methods, with MO reaching higher maximum acceleration. Despite
equal maximum velocity, the triceps surae were more often activated in MO, with low
agreement of 35-72% (κ≤0.16) for EMG onset occurrence. The MA ankle velocity
profile more closely matched the gait profile. The differences in acceleration possibly
account for the different muscle response. Future prototypes of instrumented spasticity assessments should standardize movement profiles, preferably by developing
profiles that mimic functional tasks such as walking.

LH Sloot, L Bar-On, MM van der Krogt, E Aertbeliën, AI Buizer, K Desloovere &
J Harlaar (2015). Motor-driven versus manual instrumented spasticity assessment in
children with cerebral palsy, submitted
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Cerebral palsy (CP) is the most common physical disability amongst children.1 Its
main subtype, spastic CP, is generally characterized by increased resistance to motion
in affected joints, which is caused by either neural or tissue related impairments. Neural impairments comprise spasticity, defined as velocity-dependent hyper-excitability
of stretch-reflexes,2 and increased background, non-stretch related muscle activation.3
Tissue impairments include abnormal muscle shortening and increased stiffness of
the muscle-fibres, tendon, or connective tissues.3 As the underlying aetiology guides
treatment selection, objective quantification of these neuromuscular characteristics in
children with CP is warranted.
Current clinical assessment of joint resistance is based on the subjective feeling
of resistance to manual passive stretching at different velocities. Resistance during
slow movement is assumed to be indicative of increased tissue stiffness, while a difference in resistance between slow and fast movements is considered to be spasticityrelated. However, these clinical tests possess low resolution and do not control for
the velocity of the stretch or applied force. In addition, they cannot discriminate the
tissue from neural contributions.4,5
Instrumented versions of these clinical tests, which include measurement of joint
velocity, imposed force and muscle activity, have been shown to considerably improve test objectivity, resolution and precision.6 These measurements also facilitate
the quantification of the muscle response, standardization of the imposed movement by providing feedback, and the possibility to apply neuromuscular models that
estimate neural- and tissue-related contributions. Besides manual instrumented tests,
motor-operated alternatives are available.7 Their additional advantage is that they allow for highly controlled imposed movements, with reduced out-of-plane movements
and standardized force or velocity profiles, thus allowing for more precise pre- and
post-intervention comparisons.
Both manual and motor-operated instrumented assessments have been separa
tely examined in rehabilitation environments.7,8 This raises the question whether these
different methods measure reactionary joint characteristics that are close enough to
yield the same clinical conclusions. For instance, despite reaching similar maximum
velocity, the movement profile and consequently the muscle response as well as the
interaction between patient and examiner versus robotic foot plate, may vary. Furthermore, instrumented tests are applied to provide an indication of altered reflex activity during functional tasks, such as walking, and therefore the movement imposed
during these tests should match movement during gait.9 However, this relationship
remains unknown.
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to compare the outcomes of a motor-operated (MO) to a manually applied (MA) instrumented spasticity assessment of
the ankle joint, with matched maximum velocity, in children with CP. In addition, the
movement profiles of both MO and MA were compared with typical ankle kinematic
profiles during walking.

Methods

Protocol
Both MO and MA protocols have previously been tested for reliability and validity.7,10
Therefore, these protocols were retained, with the exception that in MA maximum
velocity was decreased and participants were seated rather than supine, to match MO
as much as possible. Both methods measured the ankle of the most affected leg.
Surface EMG electrodes were placed on the gastrocnemius medialis (GM), lateralis
(GL), soleus (SO) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles according to SENIAM guidelines
and remained in place during both measurements.11 For MO, participants were seated
in an adjustable chair with a 20° knee flexion (Fig. 3-1). During MA, participants
were seated on an examination table with the back semi-inclined and the lower-leg
on a stand with 20° knee flexion. The order of MA and MO measurements was ran
domized.
During MO, passive range of motion (ROM) was determined by imposing agedependent maximal dorsi- (6-10 Nm) and plantar flexion (4-7.5 Nm) moments.7 Next,
the motorized foot plate imposed two repetitions of slow (15 °/s) and fast (100 °/s)
position controlled ramp-and-hold rotations towards dorsiflexion within the ROM.
During MA, two to four slow and fast movements were applied by the same trained
examiner. Before data collection, the examiner practiced matching the MO velocities. The first two successful trials were selected for further analysis. In both MO and
MA, measurements started at a random time instant, with at least 20s rest in between.
Participants were instructed to remain relaxed. A stretch was repeated if any EMG
activation of agonist and/or antagonist occurred before or at an unexpected time
during stretch.
Sagittal ankle angle and moment as well as muscle activity were measured or derived. For MO, a force transducer measured the net ankle moment and a potentio
meter the foot plate’s position, both at 1024 Hz (MOOG, The Netherlands). EMG
was measured at 1024 Hz (Porti7, TMSi, The Netherlands). For MA, applied forces
and moments were measured using a 6 DOF hand-held force transducer (ATI mini45:
Industrial Automation) attached to a foot orthotic. Two inertial sensors (IMUs: Analog Devices, ADIS16354) were used to track the foot-segment with respect to the
lower-leg. The points of application of the force transducer with respect to the lateral
malleolus as well as the tibia and foot lengths were measured with a tape-measure.
Force and motion data were sampled at 200 Hz. EMG was measured at 2000 Hz
(Zerowire, Cometa, IT).
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A convenience sample of 10 children with spastic CP (7 female; 11±3 years; 37.3±
13.5 kg; GMFCS level I (1x), II (7x), and III (2x)) were included from our department.
Inclusion criteria were: a clinical diagnosis of spastic uni- or bilateral CP, less than
20° knee flexion contracture, severe cognitive deficits, and the absence of additional
medical problems interfering with joint mechanics. Informed consent was provided
and the study approved by the local central committee on research involving human
subjects.
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Fig. 3-1: the MO (a) and MA (b) set-ups.

Analysis
MO ankle angle was derived from the measured foot plate’s position that was calibrated using manual goniometry at a plantar flexion angle of 30°. MA ankle angle was
derived from the IMU data, calibrated similarly at an angle of 0° and using predefined
motions in the sagittal plane, and filtered with a Kalman smoother.8 MA net ankle
moment was calculated using inverse dynamics from the measured forces and moments and an anthropometric ankle model based on segment-lengths, moment-arms,
body-weight and age.8
EMG data were filtered (40-60 Hz notch filter and 20-500 Hz band-pass filter)
and the root-mean-square envelope extracted. All signals, including angle and net
moment, were low-pass filtered at 30 Hz. All filters were 6th order zero-phase Butterworth implementations. All data were down sampled to 200 Hz. Since EMG data
were measured with different systems for MO and MA, an EMG-equipment tester
(Whisper, Roessingh Research & Development, The Netherlands) was used to calibrate the gain factor per EMG channel. An example of measured data is given in Fig
3-S1.
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During post-processing, several outcome parameters were calculated. First, the
movement profiles of MO and MA were compared. Therefore, maximum angular
velocity, acceleration and exerted force, as well as ROM, maximum dorsiflexion angle
and stretch duration were determined. In addition, the negative and positive work
delivered at the ankle joint was quantified as the area under the moment-angle curve,
taken over 10% to 90% of the ROM to exclude initiation or termination artefacts.
Second, EMG was selected from 10% to 90% of the ROM after subtracting baseline
EMG (i.e. average EMG measured 0.5s prior to start of the stretch). Average and
maximum EMG were calculated, the latter as 95 percentile to correct for outliers.
Third, the presence of spasticity was based on occurrence of bursts in the EMG
signal (EMG onset) detected according to the method of Staude and Wolf,12 with the
additional condition of peak EMG exceeding two standard deviations of the signal.
Onset detection was visually inspected and manually corrected in 9.9% of the
trials, similar in MO and MA. Finally, maximum EMG amplitude was compared between fast and slow trials to see if the muscle response was velocity-dependent. All
parameters were averaged over the two stretch repetitions per speed and method.
Comparison to movement profiles during walking
To compare MO and MA movement profiles to typical functional ankle movement
profiles, retrospective data from standard clinical gait analysis of 14 children with CP
were examined (informed consent was provided). 3D kinematic data were collected at
preferred walking speed using a motion capture system (Optotrak, Northern Digital,
Canada) that tracked technical clusters attached to the trunk, pelvis, and most affected
leg. Sagittal ankle angles were calculated from virtual anatomical markers that were
related to the clusters using open source software (www.BodyMech.nl) and time-normalized to stride cycles using initial-contact and toe-off events derived from forward
foot velocity.13 Ankle angular velocity and acceleration were derived from ankle angle.
Statistical analysis
Systematic differences and correspondence between parameters from MO and MA
were assessed with Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests (significance at p<0.05) and Spearman’s rank correlations coefficients (ρ) (significance at p<0.10), respectively. The occurrence of EMG onset and velocity-dependent activation were compared between
MO and MA using percent exact agreement and Cohen’s kappa (κ) and interpreted
according to Altman.14 Finally, Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used to compare maximum ankle velocity and acceleration during MO and MA and during stance and swing
phase of gait. All data analyses and statistics were performed in Matlab (Mathworks
Inc., USA).
Results
For one subject SO EMG data were unavailable due to technical issues, and MA was
uncomfortable and not performed for another.
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Fig. 3-2: ankle movement profiles during instrumented assessment and gait. Average velocity and
acceleration profiles over all participants are shown, with standard deviation as colored area. For
gait, the velocity and acceleration are shown as function of ROM for the swing (left) and stance
(middle) phase. The movement profiles for MO (green) and MA (red) are shown on the right, as
well as the profiles related to stretch of the triceps surea during the swing and stance phase. Note
that peak values are not representative of mean maximum values due to a spread in timing of
this peak values. T refers to triceps surae and the arrows indicate the direction of the movement.

MO versus MA
Overall, MA velocity differed more between trials, and was generally more bell-shaped
compared to MO (Fig. 3-2). Only fast trials were velocity matched, with a 36% lower
maximum velocity in MO during slow trials (Table 3-1, Fig. 3-3). In addition, MO
imposed slow and fast movements that reached on average a 2-3 times higher maximum acceleration, were of 31-49% shorter, imposed 0.04-0.07 J more negative work,
and, during slow trials, 0.84 J less positive work. Maximum net moment, ROM and
maximum dorsiflexion angle were similar between methods. Good, positive correlations were found only for maximum net ankle moment (ρ=0.92) and positive work
(ρ=0.93) during slow trials.
The only significant difference in the muscle activity was a 93% higher maximum
GM activity for fast MO trials. However, there was also no significant agreement
between methods. EMG onset in triceps surae was detected more often in fast MO
trials (78-100%) compared to MA (44-78%), resulting in a generally poor agreement
between methods (44-72%; κ<0.16; Table 3-S1). EMG amplitude during fast trials
exceeded that of slow trials a similar number of times for MO (67-83%) compared to
MA (67-83%), but agreement was only fair (72-83%; κ<0.40). There was a fair agreement (61%; κ<0.32) between methods in onset occurrence in TA during fast trials,
with 33% in MA and 78% in MO trials.
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Fig. 3-3: correlation between MA and MO for (black line) as well as median values for MA
(red) and MO (green). Error bars indicate the 75-percentile, with differences indicated if
p<0.05 and correlation coefficient given if p≤0.10.

Comparison to movement profiles during walking
The velocity profile during the triceps surae stretch phases of both stance and swing
phase of gait was similar to the average MA fast profile, but the ROM was smaller
(Fig. 3-2). However, both MA and MO maximum velocity were lower than those
reached in both stance and swing (median values [IQR]): 104 [27] and 101 [0] °/s versus 171 [72] and 163 [79] °/s, respectively, p<0.001). During both stance and swing,
maximum stretch acceleration occurred at the beginning of the stretch phase in
maximum plantarflexion and decreased towards dorsiflexion. Maximum accelerations
were also imposed close to maximum plantarflexion by both MA and MO during fast
stretch, although their values were considerably lower than those during both stance
and swing (464 [269] and 1019 [5] °/s2 versus 3201 [1339] and 4975 [1667] °/s2, res
pectively, p<0.001).
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Table 3-1: outcome parameters MO vs. MA
SLOW
Outcome

MA

MO
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3

Correlation

MA

MO

∆

p
p
Mdn [IQR] Mdn [IQR] p
ρ
*
24.0 [10.3] 15.3 [0.0] 0.020 *
103.9 [27.3] 101.5 [0.1] 0.301
*
62.0 [36.7] 187.5 [5.0] 0.004 *
463.8 [269.4] 1018.7 [4.7] 0.004
7.1 [6.3]
6.8 [4.3] 0.203 0.92 0.001 11.4 [8.2]
10.3 [5.1] 0.910
62.1 [7.8] 55.5 [18.2] 0.820 0.37 0.336 60.9 [4.6]
55.5 [18.2] 0.910
15.0 [7.6]
4.3 [13.0] 0.164 0.22 0.581 16.5 [11.0]
4.3 [13.0] 0.098
5.7 [2.1]
3.9 [1.2] 0.012 -0.03 0.948
1.7 [0.4]
0.9 [0.2] 0.004
0.0 [0.0]
0.1 [0.2] 0.004 -0.25 0.516
0.0 [0.0]
0.0 [0.1] 0.004
1.7 [1.0]
0.9 [0.3] 0.008 0.93 0.001
2.4 [1.5]
2.1 [1.7] 1.000
0.8 [1.8]
0.8 [1.2] 0.910 -0.50 0.178
2.7 [1.9]
6.0 [15.7] 0.055
0.1 [0.2]
0.1 [0.3] 0.820 -0.07 0.880
1.0 [1.8]
1.7 [3.0] 0.426
0.4 [0.8]
0.2 [1.0] 0.148 -0.02 0.977
1.6 [3.5]
2.7 [3.1] 0.641
0.1 [1.6]
0.5 [1.5] 0.164 0.25 0.521
0.4 [1.6]
1.0 [28.1] 0.359
4.4 [5.7]
5.3 [6.3] 1.000 -0.47 0.213 10.4 [6.3]
20.0 [44.7] 0.027
3.1 [1.0]
1.8 [2.4] 0.074 0.03 0.948
5.9 [3.5]
7.6 [14.4] 0.426
3.5 [1.4]
2.9 [4.1] 0.641 -0.02 0.977
7.7 [8.6]
8.5 [11.8] 0.742
2.6 [4.6]
4.2 [5.1] 0.570 0.25 0.521
3.4 [3.6]
5.2 [54.4] 0.734

Mdn [IQR] Mdn [IQR]
Max vel (°/s)
Max acc (°/s2)
Max mom (Nm)
ROM (°)
Max. dorsflex (°)
Duration
Work neg (J)
Work pos (J)
Average GM (uV)
Average GL (uV)
Average SO (uV)
Average TA (uV)
Max GM (uV)
Max GL (uV)
Max SO (uV)
Max TA (uV)

FAST
∆

Correlation
ρ

p

*

*

*

*

0.52
0.32
0.22
0.37

0.162
0.410
0.581
0.336

**

0.05
-0.45
-0.52
-0.31
-0.07
-0.35
-0.52
0.05
-0.18

**

0.912
0.230
0.162
0.462
0.880
0.359
0.162
0.935
0.644

With median values and IQR from 25 to 75% for all parameters, ∆ referring to the testing for
a systematic difference between MA and MO, ρ the correlation coefficient of the spearman’s
test. Correlations could not be tested if there was insufficient variation in the MO (*) or MA (**)
data. P-values were considered significant if p<0.05 for the difference between MO and MA
and p<0.10 for the correlation coefficients.

Discussion
This study compared biomechanical and electrophysiological parameters collected
with a motorized and a manual instrumented spasticity assessment in children with
spastic CP. In addition, the movement profiles of these assessments were compared
to those seen in gait of children with CP. In general, we found different results between the two measurement set-ups, particularly in maximum acceleration and electrophysiological response during passive stretch. The ankle’s movement profile imposed during the manual instrumented assessment better simulated the profile of the
ankle during gait.
The difference between methods in muscle response to fast stretch was illustrated
by low correlation and agreement of electrophysiological outcomes. Muscle response
seemed consistently larger during fast MO trials, reflected in higher median EMG
values,although no significant differences were found due to the large variance. Previous studies also found different responses to manual hand-held dynamometry and
motorized isokinetic dynamometry, although, in contrast to our findings, MA was
found to evoke more reflex activity.15,16 These studies, however, did not match the
movement velocity between methods and thus the increased stretch-reflex activation
can most likely be attributed to the higher velocities imposed by MA.
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Since angular velocity was matched in this study, the different electrophysiological
responses to passive stretch may be related to large differences in the magnitude and
timing of maximum acceleration between MO and MA. MO showed high initial accelerations while a more intermittent acceleration was found in MA. This dependence
on acceleration is supported by strong correlations found between muscle response
and maximum acceleration in literature.17,18 In addition, variations in the magnitude
and timing of maximum acceleration results in a variation in the timing of maximum
muscle length, i.e. muscle length dependency of the reflex threshold.19 Thus, the profile of the imposed accelerations, including muscle length-velocity relationship, might
be as important as the maximum velocity for muscle response. Future research should
focus on deciphering the mechanisms that trigger stretch-reflexes, for instance by
applying different velocity and acceleration profiles, to contribute to further development of spasticity assessment protocols.
The notion that the imposed movement profile, including acceleration, is for an
important part responsible for the muscle response to passive stretch, questions the
use of ramp-and-hold rotations imposed with MO. Although such rotations at constant velocity are common for motorized footplates,15,16,20-22 comparison with manual
and thus clinical tests would benefit from more bell-shaped movements.15
Furthermore, the imposed movement profile should preferably match the ankle
characteristics during gait, i.e. an iso-functional measurement, which was more the
case for the average MA velocity profile compared with MO (Fig. 3-2).9 Even though
gait differs considerably between patients, both MO and MA maximum velocity and
acceleration were considerably lower than those in the ankle during both stance and
swing measured in a heterogeneous group. For better representation of altered reflex
activity during gait, velocity and/or acceleration during instrumented tests should be
increased. It should be noted that muscle responses measured during passive assessments differs from those measured during walking, where muscles are active and reflexes modulated.3 In addition, comparison between passive and functional movement
profiles assumes that ankle angular velocity is representative of passive muscle fascicle lengthening velocity. During swing phase, limited triceps surae muscle activation
is expected and passive muscle lengthening occurs.23 During stance, the GM has been
shown to act nearly isometrically in able-bodied adults, but eccentrically in children
with CP.23,24 Therefore, instrumented tests should be improved by better tuning to the
movement profile seen during both swing and stance in similar patient and possibly
by testing during quasi-activation.
The difference of patient-examiner versus patient-motor interaction may have
also influenced our results. First, the impedance most likely differed between methods,
with MO movements deviating less from the planned movement due to a sudden
increase in resistance. Second, patient preference for one or the other method may
influence the level of relaxation and hence modulation of the stretch-reflex, and (involuntary background) muscle activity. The motorized footplate can be more intimidating, but imposes a more predictable movement and keeps the foot still before start
of the movement. Finally, cutaneous input through skin contact was not expected to
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differ between methods for both used a foot orthotic or footplate. By applying an
MA profile with the motorized footplate, future research can determine the impact
of different interactions versus movement profiles.
It should be noted that the infrequent muscle response found during fast MA
trials (25-78) is not representative of clinical spasticity assessments, which typically
impose rotations as fast as possible in supine position.8 Additional MA measurements
performed in supine showed a negligible effect of the difference in posture (Tables
3-S2 and 3-S3). Since stretch velocity of 100°/s did evoke muscle responses in MO,
this study innovatively highlighted that high accelerations, rather than velocity, are
important for eliciting stretch-reflexes.
Some limitations can be identified that may have affected the relation between
MO and MA. First, while in MO the moment was directly measured by the force
transducer, in MA the moment arms were measured with a tape-measure. Second,
movements imposed by MO were more restricted to the sagittal plane than in MA.
However, out-of-plane movements and exerted moments have been found to be negligible for MA.8 Third, angular parameters could have been affected by the measurement error introduced by the goniometer-based ankle calibration in both methods,
the more prominent start of MO at maximum plantar flexion (hence the higher negative work) and pre-defined subject-specific maximum dorsiflexion moment of MO.
However, no consistent differences in ROM were found between methods. Fourth,
ROM and muscle lengthening may have been affected by foot deformations occurring during movements. Therefore, the foot was fixated as optimally as possible using
an adjustable footplate that allowed for talus repositioning during MO25 and with a
custom made orthotic that fixated the talocrural joint during MA. Despite these efforts, the occurrence of foot deformations in the different footplates and the effect
on ROM and muscle lengthening remain unknown. However, it seems unlikely that
any of these measurement errors are responsible for the large differences found between methods. Finally, while our findings need to be confirmed on a larger sample
group, this small sample size was large enough to consistently show significant dif
ferences and high correlations for several parameters.
Conclusion
Dissimilar muscle responses were found between fast passive rotations imposed with
MA and MO, despite equal maximum velocity. This could be explained by the dif
ference in movement profiles, i.e. timing and magnitude of acceleration. To confirm
this, future studies should further examine the effect of different velocity and accele
ration profiles imposed by the same instrument. The movement profile imposed with
MA better matched functional profiles seen during gait, although lower accelerations
and velocities were achieved. Therefore, future prototypes of instrumented spasticity
assessments should focus on developing a movement profile which better mimic that
of functional tasks such as gait. This is likely to be most meaningful to facilitate treatment planning and outcome evaluation in patients with spasticity.
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Fig. 3-S1: a typical example of two slow (left) and two fast (right) stretches for MA (red) and
MO (green). During the slow movement, MO started at a more plantar flexed angle than MA.
Yet, the ROM is comparable during both slow and fast trials. Both methods reached similar
maximum velocity, but maximum accelerations were higher for MO. EMG was lower during
the slow trials of MO, with the exception of TA during one MO stretch. The fast stretches
showed onset in EMG of all muscles for MO, whereas onsets were only detected in TA and
GM for MA. Note that the duration of the slow stretch was considerably longer than that
of fast stretch, resulting in a lower resolution of EMG versus ROM for the latter. With M
moment, Acc ankle angular acceleration and Vel ankle angular velocity.
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Table 3-S1: spasticity for MO vs. MA
Onset
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3

GAmed
GAlat
SO
TA

Velocity dependence

Slow

Fast

Fast > slow

MA MO agreement

MA MO agreement

MA MO agreement

%
0
0
0
0

%
11
6
6
22

%
89
94
94
78

κ

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

κ
%
% %
78 94 72 -0.10
44 78 56 0.16
44 100 44 0.00
33 78 61 0.32

%
67
83
67
44

%
67
83
83
67

%
72
83
72
61

κ

0.25
0.40
0.29
0.25

To compare the presence of spasticity between MA and MO, the occurrence of onset
in EMG was determined, as well as the percentage of trials that showed an increased
muscle response (max EMG) to the fast compared with the slow stretch. With ρ Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and κ Cohen’s kappa.
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Table 3-S2: outcome parameters MA sit vs. supine
SLOW
Outcome

Sit

Sup

FAST
∆

Correlation

Sit

Sup

∆

Correlation

3
MO vs MA

Mdn [IQR] Mdn [IQR] p
p
Mdn [IQR] Mdn [IQR]
p
p
ρ
ρ
Max. vel (°/s)
24.0 [10.3] 19.1 [3.9] 0.313 0.64 0.139 103.9 [27.3] 115.8 [35.4] 0.641 0.07 0.906
Max. acc (°/s2)
62.0 [36.7] 49.0 [31.3] 0.250 0.39 0.396 463.8 [269.4] 493.4 [231.9] 0.742 0.25 0.595
Max. mom (Nm) 7.0 [6.3]
8.2 [4.3] 0.742 0.71 0.088 11.4 [8.2]
12.8 [6.2] 0.742 0.71 0.088
ROM (°)
62.1 [7.8] 58.6 [9.1] 0.945 0.71 0.088 60.9 [4.6]
61.3 [13.2] 0.313 0.96 0.003
Max dorsflex (°) 15.0 [7.6] 13.0 [9.2] 0.547 0.75 0.066 16.5 [11.0] 14.0 [13.5] 0.547 0.96 0.003
Duration (s)
5.7 [2.0]
7.4 [2.3] 0.195 0.75 0.066
1.7 [0.4]
2.0 [0.4] 0.117 -0.04 0.963
Work pos (J)
1.7 [1.0]
1.3 [1.1] 0.383 0.79 0.048
2.4 [1.5]
2.9 [2.5] 0.742 0.82 0.034
Average GM (uV) 0.8 [1.8]
0.1 [0.4] 0.195 0.68 0.110
2.7 [1.9]
2.8 [3.8] 0.039 0.71 0.088
Average GL (uV) 0.1 [0.2]
0.0 [0.2] 0.547 0.82 0.034
1.0 [1.8]
0.8 [1.3] 0.461 0.96 0.003
Average SO (uV) 0.4 [0.8]
0.0 [0.4] 0.688 0.32 0.498
1.6 [3.5]
1.4 [2.6] 0.688 0.96 0.003
Average TA (uV) 0.1 [1.6]
0.0 [1.3] 0.547 0.75 0.066
0.4 [1.6]
0.5 [1.7] 0.195 0.54 0.236
Max GM (uV)
4.4 [5.7]
2.9 [2.2] 0.078 0.64 0.139 10.4 [6.3]
10.4 [11.5] 0.383 0.86 0.024
Max GL (uV)
3.1 [1.0]
2.5 [0.5] 0.109 0.64 0.139
5.9 [3.5]
5.4 [3.4] 0.641 1.00 0.000
Max SO (uV)
3.5 [1.4]
2.9 [1.0] 0.219 0.36 0.444
7.7 [8.6]
5.8 [9.5] 0.297 0.93 0.007
Max TA (uV)
2.6[4.6]
2.6[3.7] 0.641 0.61 0.167
3.4 [3.6]
3.5 [4.9] 0.313 0.54 0.236
With median values and IQR from 25 to 75% for all parameters, ∆ referring to the testing for
a systematic difference between sit and supine (sup), ρ the correlation coefficient of the spearman’s test. Negative work was not reported because it was negligible for the manual measurements. P-values were considered significant if p<0.05 for the difference between sit and sup and
if p<0.10 for the correlation coefficients.
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Table 3-S3: onset for MA sit vs. supine
Onset

Velocity dependence

Slow
sit

MO vs MA

3
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GAmed
GAlat
SO
TA

%
0
0
0
0

Fast

sup agreement

%
0
0
0
0

%
100
100
100
100

κ
*
*
*
*

sit

%
75
44
38
38

sup agreement

%
69
56
50
25

%
69
75
88
63

κ

0.23
0.51
0.75
0.14

sit

%
100
81
63
44

Fast > slow
sup agreement
%
63
88
88
63

%
81
81
88
69

κ

0.50
0.29
0.69
0.39

To compare the presence of spasticity between MA and MO, the occurrence of onset
in EMG was determined, as well as the percentage of trials that showed an increased
muscle response (max EMG) to the fast compared with the slow stretch. With ρ Pearson’s correlation coefficient, κ Cohen’s kappa, and * a full correspondence for which
the κ could not be determined.

